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Abstract This paper presents a stochastic population forecast for China with a
special emphasis on population ageing. The so-called scaled model for error was
used to quantify the uncertainty attached to the population predictions. Data scarcity
was a major problem in the specification of the expected error of the population
forecast. Therefore, the error structures estimated for European countries were used
with some modifications, taking into account the large size and heterogeneity of the
Chinese population. The stochastic forecast confirms the expectation of extremely
rapid population ageing during the first half of the twenty-first century in China. The
old age dependency ratio (OADR) will certainly increase. Simply maintaining the
current demographic rates (no international migration) would drive the OADR to
0.42 in 2060, four times the current level. Including expected declines in mortality
and net outmigration in the projection would increase the median OADR in 2060 to
0.59, with a 80% prediction interval of [0.47, 0.75]. In particular, the oldest-old
population will grow much faster than any other age group. This development has
major implications for policy-making in China.
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Introduction
The world as a whole and the low-fertility countries in particular face the challenge
of a high and accelerating pace of population ageing over the coming decades (Lutz
et al. 2008). China, with more than one-fifth of the world’s inhabitants, represents a
significant factor in the development of the world’s population. The population in
China is currently ageing at a rapid rate. In 1982, the proportion of the elderly (65
and older) was 4.91% of the total population, and this share increased to 5.57% in
1990 and 6.81% in 2000. In China it may take only about 20 years for the elderly
population to increase from 5% to 7%, while in many developed countries it usually
takes about 50–80 years to develop the same level of population ageing (Li 2005).
Hence, population ageing is likely to be one of the great challenges China will face
in the near future.
As in most countries, the phenomenon of population ageing in China results from
the combined forces of mortality improvement and declining fertility, the latter
process being especially pronounced owing to Chinese birth control policies; in
February 2006, the Chinese government announced the continuation of these
policies. Starting with the restrictive one-child policy in 1980, policies have shifted
to one that advocates one child per couple, while modifications to this rule can be
made by provinces; for example if the first child is a girl, the couple is allowed to
have a second child in rural places; see Gu et al. (2007) for a comprehensive review
on China’s current fertility and population control policy. These policies, prescribing
a below-replacement level of fertility by law, have a large effect on recent and future
fertility, leading to an acceleration of population ageing. Average family size has
been reduced substantially, impeding family support such as instrumental and
financial help as well as caregiving and emotional support, which still play a major
role in taking care of the elderly in China (Zimmer and Kwong 2003).
Mortality in China has declined steeply over the past 50 years, especially in the
early years of the People’s Republic of China (Banister and Hill 2004; Riley 2004).
Life expectancy increased from 48 years in 1950–1954 to over 71 years by 2000
(Banister and Hill 2004). Much of the mortality decline can be attributed to the
decline in infant and childhood mortality rates achieved by an overall increase in the
standard of living and the educational level of the Chinese population (Banister and
Hill 2004; Riley 2004). With further improvement of socio-economic development,
this mortality decline is likely to continue in the near future.
The Chinese social security system for the elderly is currently being transformed
from a solely government-financed to a government-subsidized system. There are
limited numbers of older people who receive a pension (Zhang and Xiao 1999). For
example, in 1987, 63.7% of the elderly living in urban areas received pensions,
56.6% in small towns and 4.7% in the countryside (Zhang and Xiao 1999). The
coverage of medical care cost is about 50% for employees in the cities and less than
10% for rural inhabitants (Woo et al. 2002). Most of the older people in China are
poor and cannot support themselves. Furthermore, with family size declining, the
younger generation will not be able to offer the traditional family care, even if they
are willing to do so (Li 2005). Recently, the Chinese government has made an effort
to reform the social pension system and the medical system with the aim of
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preventing an expected shortfall in retirement payments, and of providing universal
basic health care at a reasonable price. Therefore, projecting the Chinese population
into the near future is of high importance for providing the relevant demographic
background for appropriate socio-economic policy decisions.
To inform policy debates about the likely effect of different intervention
strategies, it is necessary to predict not only the level of population ageing, but also
the relative effects of the three main population processes on population ageing.
Fertility will probably continue to decline or at least keep the current low level.
Longevity will almost certainly increase through the improvement in living
conditions and the re-establishment of the social security and health care systems.
The observed population ageing is mainly the combined effect of these two
processes. Recent research shows that international migration plays an increasingly
important role for population ageing in several European countries (Alho et al.
2006); in contrast to Western Europe, China is traditionally a labour outmigration
country, and consequently the loss of young labour may speed up population ageing.
Forecasting the Chinese population is a challenging task. First, China has been
experiencing major demographic changes in the recent past. The implementation of
birth control policies starting in 1970, especially the introduction of the one-child
policy in 1980, has resulted in a rapid fertility decline. The high rate of economic
growth since the Reform and Open-up policy in 1978 has improved public health
and living conditions, whereas the collapse of the healthcare system has negatively
affected the population’s health status, and both have affected mortality. In the face
of these dramatic changes in vital rates, deterministic methods are less suitable to
capture the uncertainty, while stochastic forecasts have been more successful (Lee
and Tuljapurkar 1994). Secondly, data available for forecasting are very scarce and
data quality is rather low. Census data for forecasting mortality are available for
only four time points. Somewhat more data on fertility are available, but again data
quality is poor. For example, fertility rates have been underestimated in several
surveys and even in census data (e.g. Guo 2004; Retherford et al. 2005). Moreover,
estimates for the total fertility rate (TFR) based on different data sources are not
consistent with each other (e.g. Guo 2004). Li et al. (2004) have shown that, given
limited data, stochastic forecasts perform better than deterministic ones which have
no probabilistic interpretation.
To date, most population forecasts for China have used deterministic projections,
which assess the range of possible outcomes by high and low scenarios.
Deterministic models have some drawbacks, however. It is not clear how to
interpret a population variable’s high–low range unless a corresponding probability
for the range is provided (Lee and Tuljapurkar 1994). In addition, alternative
scenarios based on judgment have tended to underpredict mortality declines and
gains in life expectancy when compared with the subsequent outcomes (Keilman
1997, 2001; Lee and Miller 2001). These errors have led to underprediction of the
elderly population, and particularly the oldest-old (Li et al. 2004), which could
impede population ageing research. Stochastic approaches to forecasting cope with
these problems by assuming a probability distribution for the projected parameters.
Several methods for probabilistic population projections have been proposed (e.g.
Alho and Spencer 2005; Lee and Tuljapurkar 1994).
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To our knowledge, so far only two stochastic forecasts for China have been
published: one is a mortality forecast by Li et al. (2004); the other, by Lutz and his
colleagues (2007, 2008), is a population forecast based on expert opinion: experts
are asked to define a probabilistic range for fertility and mortality. Though Lutz
et al. (2007, 2008) described the population ageing process they did not examine the
effect of the different demographic processes on population ageing. In particular,
net outmigration was ignored in their forecast. In this study an alternative
probabilistic projection approach, the ‘scaled model for error’ is used to forecast
population ageing in China and to assess the contribution of the different
demographic processes. The scaled model for error has been developed by Alho
and Spencer (2005) and extensively applied to the projection of European
populations and the world population (e.g. Alho and Nikander 2004; Alho et al.
2006; Borgy and Alho 2007).
In addition to the uncertainty in future vital rates, forecasting the Chinese
population has to take into account the uncertainty of jump-off conditions. Fertility
data from different sources are not consistent with each other. Moreover, as a result
of sex-selection practices and underreporting of girls since 1980s, millions of girls
have been missing and the sex ratio at young ages is extremely high. For example,
according to the 2000 Census data, sex ratio at birth was 1.17. Errors associated with
this phenomenon should be included in the uncertainty specification of the forecast.
Lutz et al. (2007) considered the uncertainty in current fertility level, sex ratio at
birth and the size of youngest age group (0–4 years). Alternatively, in addition to the
errors in the current fertility, this forecast includes the uncertainty of the jump-off
population after adjusting it for underreporting girls at younger ages (0–20 years).
Focusing on population ageing, the main objectives of this stochastic forecast were
to provide probabilistic predictions of total population size; to predict the level and
rate of the population ageing process using various indicators of age structure; and to
quantify the contributions of expected trends in future fertility, mortality and net
outmigration to population ageing. The paper is organized as follows: the following
section introduces the data sources and forecasting methods and assumptions for
population processes. Stochastic forecasting results are provided in the third section.
The final section concludes the study by summarizing the main forecasting results on
population ageing and briefly discusses their policy implications.

Methods and materials
Forecasting method
The stochastic population forecast in this study employs cohort-component bookkeeping under a linear (Leslie) growth model, with probabilistically varying values
for age-specific fertility, age-sex-specific mortality, and net migration flows by sex
and age. In addition, given the availability and quality of data in China, the error in
the jump-off conditions is also taken into account.
Alho and Spencer (2005) discuss three different methods to determine the
predictive distribution for the vital rates: (1) extrapolation of time-series data,
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(2) expert opinion and (3) assessment of accuracy of past forecasts. The choice of
the method or combination of methods to use depends mainly on the data situation
for the population of interest. The first method requires long and accurate data series
from the past. However, the data available for China are too scarce to estimate
country-specific levels of uncertainty based on the ‘naı̈ve’ or baseline forecasts
which estimate the forecast error as the median level of uncertainty in the past (Alho
and Spencer 2005). Relying on only expert opinion in the forecast can be
problematic (Lee 1998); therefore it is often jointly used with other methods. The
last method requires extrapolating errors made in past forecasts, which again are not
available for China. For countries with insufficient data, Lee (1998) suggested
borrowing variance and covariance estimates from carefully selected forecasts for
other countries. For this forecast, point estimates for fertility, mortality, and
migration were based on the scarce information available and expert opinion (see
‘Assumptions for population processes’). The forecasting error structure was
borrowed from estimates by Alho and Spencer (2005) who applied the scaled model
for error to several European countries.
The scaled model for error is a time-series extrapolation method (Alho and Spencer
2005). It assumes that the errors in demographic rates increase with the time forecast
and that the variances of the demographic processes are independent of each other.
The scales on the error term are always positive. If an appropriate scale is chosen, a
random walk with a drift has been shown to replicate future errors well (Alho and
Spencer 1997). The error increments for fertility are assumed to be uncorrelated, that
is, following a random walk; for mortality the autocorrelation of errors is presumed to
be 0.05, that is, specifying a random walk with a drift. The uncertainty of migration is
expressed in absolute numbers and is similarly modelled by a random walk with a drift
with an autocorrelation of 0.3. In addition, the autoregressive (AR(1)-process)
correlation of errors across age is assumed to be 0.95 for fertility and mortality, and
those across sex are 0.85 for mortality and 0.9 for net migration.1
A general empirical finding is that forecasts for large countries have tended to be
more accurate than those for smaller countries (Alho and Spencer 2005). Intuitively,
the better accuracy appears to be due to the fact that large countries often consist of
somewhat independent subpopulations. Thus, the aggregate behaves in a more
stable manner than the parts. Indeed, past forecasts for China have shown less bias
than those for European countries (Bongaarts and Bulatao 2000). Accordingly, with
regard to China’s huge population, some downward adjustments of the European
scale values were made. Borgy and Alho (2007) used a similar approach to forecast
the population for regions lacking demographic data of sufficient quality. In this
study, the three scales of fertility, mortality and international migration were
multiplied by three different constants, whereas in the Borgy and Alho (2007) study
all uncertainty parameters were multiplied by one constant only; more details on
uncertainty assumptions are below.
The forecast was made using the programs BEGIN (Yanulevskaya and Alho
2005) and Program for Error Propagation (PEP, Alho and Mustonen 2003), which
are based on the scaled model for error. BEGIN creates the forecasting error
1

Those error parameters were estimated using European data detailed below.
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Table 1 Sources of the data used in the forecast
Forecast parameters

Data sources

Jump-off population (2005)

United Nations (2007) and adjustment using the short
forecasting as well as for the underreporting of girls

Fertility
Jump-off values for age-specific
fertility rates and TFR
Annual TFR, 1950–2000

The short forecast
Fertility surveys conducted by SFPC
Yearly data from NBS
2000 Census

Mortality
Jump-off values for age-specific
mortality rates
Rate of initial declines

The short forecast
Cancer Epidemiology Survey (1973–1975)
1982, 1990 and 2000 censuses

Rate of ultimate declines

Current European rates (from BEGIN program)

International migration
Net outmigration per year
Others

United Nations (2007)
Yearly data from NBS (2002) (for the short forecast)

parameters and produces output data files that serve as input in a subsequent PEP
run. The cohort component model was run 3,000 times in PEP to determine the
probability distribution of future population size and structure. Forecasting results
are reported as median with the accompanying 80% prediction interval, because in
most cases 80% intervals give a better impression of forecast uncertainty than the
more common 95% intervals, which reflect extremes (Alders et al. 2007). The
sources of data used in this projection are detailed in Table 1.
Assumptions for population processes
Jump-off population
China recently released results of the 2005 National 1% Population Sample Survey
(NBS 2007). The 2005 survey was conducted on both a de facto and a de jure basis.2
The outcome statistics were estimated on only a de jure basis. According to this
report, the total Chinese population in 2005 was estimated at 1,306 million,
including an adjustment for the estimated undercount of 1.72%. Because of a lack of
critical assessment of the accuracy of these results, however, they were not used to
estimate the initial population for this forecast. Instead, the jump-off population was
2

The information on the de facto population was mainly used to check the level of migration (floating
population) internally. The records for persons who incidentally appeared in households, for example,
were deleted and related variables were deleted while the outcome statistics were calculated. We do
appreciate the anonymous reviewer for this clarification.
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derived by estimating the population in China for 1 July 2005 based on the UN 2006
revision of world population prospects database (UN 2007). This source reported a
total population of about 1,313 million at that time for China.
It was necessary to adjust the age-sex-distribution of the jump-off population
before forecasting. First, the UN database provides information on the population
only by 5-year age groups. Thus, based on the population census data in 2000 as
well as available fertility, mortality and net migration data in China, a short
stochastic population forecast from 2000 to 2005 was conducted to obtain the age
structure within 5-year age groups3 (see Table 1). This age structure was then used
to break five-year age groups into single-year age groups.
Secondly, the sex ratios reported in the UN database at younger ages (0–
20 years) are very high and probably biased. For example, the sex ratio at 0–4 years
is 1.16 and continues to be high until age 20, when it is about 1.10. China’s distorted
sex ratio at younger ages, which is due to a phenomenon often called the ‘missing
girls’, has been the subject of much research lately (Cai and Lavely 2003; Banister
2004; Yuan and Tu 2005). It is now clear that the abnormally high sex ratio is
approximately true, not merely an artefact of faulty data. Two factors contribute to
the phenomenon: seemingly ‘missing girls’ which are simply not reported by the
parents; and girls truly missing because of sex-selective mechanisms before and
after birth. Underreporting accounts for about one-third and sex selection for about
two-thirds of the ‘missing girls’ (Cai and Lavely 2003). The adjustment of the
female population and the biased sex ratio at younger ages considered only the
underreported girls because they are actually present and play a role in the Chinese
population development. The adjustment method proposed by Cai and Lavely
(2003) was used in this study. First, the expected sex ratio at each age from 0 to 20
was derived by assuming a sex ratio at birth of 1.06 and subjecting the assumed
cohorts by sex to Model West Level 21 mortality, a gender-neutral schedule of
mortality (Cai and Lavely 2003). The expected number of females at each age in
2005 was then obtained by dividing the number of males in the above jump-off
population by the expected sex ratios, assuming that the male population is fully
reported. The difference between the expected number of females and the counted
number of females is the number of ‘missing girls’. One-third of them, presumably
due to underreporting, were added to the reported number of females and the
resulting number of females was the adjusted younger females, which was then used
to estimate the adjusted sex ratios at younger ages (see Table 2).4 This procedure
resulted in a jump-off population of 1,318 million at the middle of 2005 by adding
an estimated 5.11 million underreported girls.
3

The short forecast applied the method described in section ‘‘Methods and materials’’ so that it is the
same one as that used in this forecast. The jump-off population used in the short forecast is based on the
adjustment by Wang (2004).

4

Cai and Lavely’s (2003) estimate of the share of seemingly missing girls among the ‘missing girls’ was
based on the comparison of cohorts enumerated as small children in the 1990 census with the same
cohorts enumerated 10 years later in the 2000 census. It can be perfectly applied to the modification of
sex ratios in 1990. The true adjustment proportion for the sex ratios in 2005 is almost certainly different,
but in the absence of other information, extending their conclusions is better than no adjustment at all.
Additionally, the assumption of uncertainty in the jump-off population in this study could have specified
the errors resulting from such extension.
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9,525,163

9,994,802

9,642,970

9,935,534

10,328,107

10,529,925

10,463,464

10,523,149

10,566,940

10,461,916

10,686,064

12,089,931

12,246,000

12,353,760

12,749,448

12,764,047

11,216,745

10,588,536

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

b

9,624,604

10,359,319

11,714,440

11,589,824

11,073,959

10,941,458

10,927,700

9,612,408

9,366,008

9,414,655

9,330,229

9,251,927

9,266,557

9,046,354

8,663,657

8,377,505

8,591,704

8,188,171

7,839,507

7,537,575

1.100

1.083

1.090

1.100

1.116

1.119

1.106

1.112

1.117

1.122

1.128

1.131

1.136

1.142

1.147

1.151

1.163

1.163

1.163

1.163

1.163

(3) = (1)/(2)

Sex ratio

1.041

1.042

1.043

1.043

1.044

1.044

1.044

1.045

1.045

1.045

1.046

1.046

1.046

1.046

1.047

1.047

1.047

1.048

1.049

1.050

1.051

(4)

Sex ratio

b

Expected

10,171,504

10,764,630

12,237,821

12,223,824

11,833,104

11,729,885

11,580,394

10,225,899

10,011,403

10,111,904

10,060,372

10,003,312

10,066,850

9,873,907

9,489,526

9,210,095

9,546,134

9,088,896

8,693,060

8,349,137

8,043,217

(5) = (1)/(4)

Female

The expected sex ratios came from Table 2 in the article by Cai and Lavely (2003)

The enumerated data in 2005 were taken from the 2006 revision UN population database

9,119,020

2

a

8,766,594

1

7,271,043

(2)

(1)

8,453,421

Female

Male

Enumerateda

0

Age

546,900

405,311

523,381

634,000

759,145

788,426

652,693

613,490

645,395

697,250

730,143

751,385

800,293

827,554

825,869

832,590

954,430

900,725

853,553

811,562

772,174

(6) = (5)-(2)

All

Missing

182,300

135,104

174,460

211,333

253,048

262,809

217,564

204,497

215,132

232,417

243,381

250,462

266,764

275,851

275,290

277,530

318,143

300,242

284,518

270,521

257,391

(7) = 1/3*(6)

Seeming

9,806,904

10,494,423

11,888,900

11,801,157

11,327,007

11,204,267

11,145,265

9,816,905

9,581,140

9,647,071

9,573,610

9,502,389

9,533,321

9,322,205

8,938,947

8,655,035

8,909,847

8,488,413

8,124,024

7,808,096

7,528,434

(8) = (2) ? (7)

Female

Adjusted

1.080

1.069

1.074

1.080

1.091

1.093

1.085

1.089

1.092

1.095

1.099

1.101

1.105

1.108

1.111

1.114

1.122

1.122

1.122

1.123

1.123

(9) = (1)/(8)

Sex ratio

Table 2 Adjusted female numbers and sex ratios at young ages based on enumerated data for ages 1–20 in 2005 from the 2006 revision of UN population database
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Given the quality of the jump-off population data, additional errors were
considered in this forecast. Alho and Spencer (1985, 2005) suggested a method to
specify uncertainty about the jump-off population, which was adopted in this study.
It assumes that the jump-off population follows a normal distribution N (u, r2); in
the case of China with u = 1,318 million, and r & (1318–1313)/2 = 2.5 million,
that is, 0.2% of population size. This uncertainty results from the underreporting of
girls and hence it was specified only to the female jump-off population. In the
current version of PEP this kind of uncertainty can be included by adding it to the
scales for net migration in the first year.
Fertility
According to the 2005 National 1% Population Sample Survey, the TFR in 2005 was
1.33 (NBS 2007). In contrast, the UN (2007) reports a TFR of 1.73 for 2005, which is
even higher than the adjusted estimates of 1.59 in 2000, given by Retherford et al.
(2005) as well as the estimate of 1.62 for 2000 reported by Zeng (2006). The true value
of TFR in 2005 is likely to be lower than the UN value, and, considering the declining
trend of fertility, also lower than the estimated values in 2000. Because of these
widely differing estimates, this study did not base the TFR assumption on a single
source. Instead, TFR data from various sources were taken into account.
The estimation of jump-off fertility was based on past fertility trends between
1950 and 2000 as well as the birth control policies which have played a decisive role
in fertility decline and population control in China. Before 1970, TFR fluctuated
strongly. The dramatic decline at the end of the 1950s and the beginning of the
1960s was due to the Great Leap Forward beginning in 1957, and subsequently the
catastrophic famine of 1959–1962. After that, the TFR increased to a higher level
than before the Great Leap Forward and the famine (Fig. 1: left panel). In the past
three decades, the fertility trend in China has been dominated by the impact of the
‘delayed childbirth (wan), longer birth intervals (xi), and fewer births (shao)’ policy
of the 1970s, the famous one-child policy introduced in 1980, and the current policy
of allowing provinces to modify fertility policies on the basis of the one-child rule
according to their own situations (from 1984 onwards). As a result of these policies,
fertility declined dramatically from 5.79 to 2.75 in the 1970s, fluctuated between a
maximum value of 2.86 and a minimum of 2.19 during the 1980s, and then fell
substantially in the 1990s. Despite differences in TFR estimated from different data
sources, the declining trend in fertility during the 1990s is evident (Guo 2004;
Zhang 2004; Retherford et al. 2005; Cai 2008).
Regression analysis of the (log-transformed) TFR between 1980 and 2000 from
various sources suggested a decline of -0.048 per year. There is no evidence that
the fertility decline stopped after 2000. Extrapolating this trend, starting at 1.59 and
1.62 in 2000 yielded an estimated TFR of 1.24 and 1.27 respectively for 2005, even
lower than the value of 1.33 from the 2005 1% national survey. According to current
birth control policies, the target TFR is 1.47 (Guo 2004; Gu et al. 2007).5 Guo’s
(2004) simulation suggested that this target would be reached in 2005. For this
5

For estimates of the target TFR see Gu et al. (2007).
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Future TFR
3.5

past trends
point forecasts
80% prediction interval
95% prediction interval
UN 2005-2050
Lutz et al (80% p.i.)

1.0

1.5

4
0
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0.5
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TFR
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2.5
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SFPC
NBS
2001 survey by SFPC
2000 census

6

8

TFR, 1950-2000

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

1980

2000

2020

2040

2060

Fig. 1 Total fertility rates in China in 1950–2000, and estimated developments of total fertility rate as
well as prediction interval bounds in 2006–2060

forecast the simple mean of all estimates noted above, that is, a value of 1.4, was
used as the jump-off TFR. This is lower than the UN’s value and the target TFR but
higher than the predictions based on the past fertility trend and the estimate from the
2005 1% national survey. Obviously, a high level of uncertainty is attached to this
value. Thus, it was necessary to include this error at the jump-off time: see the
assumption for uncertainty of fertility below. The age-specific fertility rates (ASFR)
were obtained from the short stochastic forecast mentioned above (see section
‘‘Jump-off population’’). The lowest age for which fertility rates are available is
15 years and the highest age is 49 years.
The forecast of TFR was assumed to follow an uncertain path whose expected
value is close to 1.4 in the future, that is, until 2060. This assumption is based on the
following considerations. There are factors supporting higher levels of TFR, such as
a reaction to restrictive policies, but there are also factors that may lead to a further
lowering of TFR. Young generations have accepted and internalized the policy into
their culture in many places, especially in big cities such as Shanghai, Beijing,
Dalian and Shenyang (Nie and Wyman 2005). Particularly, young Chinese women
today are more likely to consider childbearing not as a necessity, but as a choice.
This may also be due to the rising competition in the labour market as well as the
costs of having more than one child. Previous studies have reported a declining
trend in the Chinese fertility ideal, from 3 in the 1970s to 1.66 in 2002 (Parish and
Whyte 1978; Wang 1996; Chen and Zhang 2003). The fact that we do not have any
empirical basis for assuming that TFR will increase rather than decrease or vice
versa, is precisely the basis for formulating the forecast in stochastic terms.
Given the limited data available for China, this study borrowed the basic error
structure provided by programs BEGIN and PEP to specify the uncertainty for
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fertility assumptions. The default values in BEGIN and PEP were estimated by Alho
and Spencer (2005) using six European countries, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, the
Netherlands, Norway and Sweden, over the time span starting between 1751 and
1900, and ending in 2000. This period includes much turbulence in fertility patterns
in the countries studied, such as the ‘baby boom’ and the rapid fertility declines at
the end of the baby boom. Thus, the error structures derived can also serve as a
plausible starting point for other countries and areas, such as China. It seems
reasonable to assume that uncertainty patterns in China’s fertility resemble the
European error structures to some extent.
The default values of the fertility scales in BEGIN and PEP, however, were
slightly modified downwards, taking into account the large size of the Chinese
population compared to the European countries on which the default values are
based. The modification was mainly built on the following empirical evidence.
Bongaarts and Bulatao (2000) estimated the relative error for the total population of
China in 2050 at the lead time of 50 years, using composite bootstrap procedures.
On the basis of the European data, Alho and Spencer (2005) showed that after a lead
time of about 50 years the levels of forecast error are similar for fertility and
mortality; thus, they were constrained to be equal at the end of the forecasting
period. In this study, the scales for fertility, mortality and net migration were
adjusted until the relative error for the total population in 2050 matched the estimate
by Bongaarts and Bulatao (2000). This process resulted in a relative error for
fertility of 0.34 in 2060. To account for the uncertainty in the jump-off TFR the
scale for fertility in the first year was modified upwards, yielding a 95% uncertainty
range of 1.1–1.8 covering those TFR estimates in 2005 as mentioned above.
In the right panel of Fig. 1 the predictive distribution of TFR is compared to the
point forecast of TFR underlying the median scenario of the UN projection, as well
as the distribution of TFR assumed by Lutz and his colleagues (2007, 2008). The UN
forecast is much higher; it assumes the TFR to converge toward a level of 1.85 in
2020 and is held constant at that level for the rest of the projection period (until
2050). It should be noted that the current fertility assumptions differ considerably
from those of the UN; however, assumptions used in this study seem plausible. These
assumptions lead to 80% prediction intervals of [1.09, 1.79] in 2035 and [1.00, 1.96]
in 2060, and 95% prediction intervals of [0.96, 2.05] and [0.84, 2.34], respectively.
The 80% prediction interval in this study covers the UN median forecast from 2043,
and the 95% prediction interval covers that from 2020 onwards. Though the point
forecast is around 1.4, the fitted model provides essential information about the
variance of the stochastic disturbance term. It is evident that the current point
assumption is similar to that made by Lutz et al. (2007, 2008), but the resulting 80%
prediction intervals are somewhat wider than those described by Lutz et al. As Lee
(1998) pointed out, forecasts based on the ‘random scenario’ which has been used by
Lutz et al. (2007, 2008) typically produce a narrower prediction interval than the
fully probabilistic approach which was used by this study.
In addition, assumptions for two additional variables, the mean age of
childbearing and the sex ratio at birth are required for the forecast. During the
1990s, the mean age of childbearing, remained stable although the mean age of
childbearing by parity had increased (Guo 2004). This was due to the decreasing
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share of women having more than one child, which reduced the effect of the
increase of mean age of childbearing by parity. In line with the assumptions about
the TFR, it was thus assumed that the expected value of the mean age of
childbearing without consideration of parity would remain stable at the current
level, that is, 26 years, until 2060. The sex ratio at birth in China has begun to
increase above the average (1.06) since the 1980s and has kept rising steeply,
reaching 1.16 in 2005. A high incidence of prenatal sex determination and sexselective abortion as well as underreporting are the main causes of the high sex ratio
(Cai and Lavely 2003; Banister 2004; Yuan and Tu 2005). The sex ratio at birth
declined to 1.12 after adjusting the female population at age 0 for underreporting.
Here, the point forecast of the sex ratio at birth is expected to remain constant at
1.12, since there is currently no evidence for an increasing or decreasing trend in
this variable in China.
Mortality
Age-specific mortality data with the assessment of accuracy for China are only
available for the years 1973–1975, 1981, 1990 and 2000. Data for the years 1981,
1990 and 2000 come from the censuses of 1982, 1990 and 2000. The 1973–1975
data stem from the nationwide mortality survey, the ‘Cancer Epidemiology Survey’
that attempted to record all deaths in nearly all of China’s counties and city districts
for the 3-year period 1973–1975. This survey provides age-sex-cause-specific
mortality rates for the period 1973–1975, which in China represented the time when
both rural and urban populations were covered by basic but efficient health-care
systems (Banister and Hill 2004; Li et al. 2004). By 1981, the rural health-care
system had collapsed, and the city health-care system became inadequate owing to
the Reform and Open Up policy launched in 1978.
Mortality rates for the ages 0–100? at jump-off time were obtained from the
short stochastic forecast (see section Jump-off population). The mortality rates in
2000 used as the starting values in the short forecast were given for single ageclasses, but only up to age-class 90?. The Kannisto model (Thatcher et al. 1998;
Zeng and Vaupel 2003) was used to extrapolate death rates up to age 100?.6
Owing to data limitations, mortality assumptions in the forecast were not only
based on the observation of past trends in China, but also borrowed from other
countries. The age-sex-specific rates of initial decline and ultimate decline in
mortality are needed for the forecast. The former was estimated using the available
Chinese data, whereas the latter was borrowed from the European countries.
As mentioned earlier, since its establishment, the People’s Republic of China has
experienced a rapid decline in mortality. In the past three decades, for both sexes, an
improvement in mortality at most ages has been observed, except for ages 20–23
6

Three models were examined to describe the hazard function for China: (1) Gompertz, (2) logistic and
(3) Kannisto. The latter two were considered because existing evidence suggests that at older ages the
increase in mortality decelerates (Thatcher et al. 1998). Models were fitted using maximum likelihood
estimation; model selection was based on Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) as described by Burnham
and Anderson (2002). For each year-sex combination, the Kannisto model was strongly supported by the
data.
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Fig. 2 Observed log(mx) at ages 0–89 and extrapolated log(mx) at ages 90–100? for males and females,
based on Kannisto model fitted to available data; and smoothed rates of decline in age-specific mortality
used in the forecast

between 1973–1975 and 1981 (Fig. 2: upper panels). The decline in mortality for
males has been more modest than for females, especially in adulthood. One possible
explanation is that the improvement in mortality for men has been slowed down by
sex-biased occupational and lifestyle factors, such as smoking and alcohol
consumption, while women have benefited from a steep decline in fertility,
concentration of childbearing at the healthiest ages, longer spacing between births,
and the use of modern methods of birth control (Banister and Hill 2004).
It is believed that mortality will continue to decline in the coming years in China
for the following two reasons. First, there is room for decline. The estimates of life
expectancy were 74.5 years for females and 70.4 years for males in 2005, far below
current estimates in the United Kingdom: 2005, 81.1 years for females and 77.1 for
males (Eurostat 2008); and Japan: 2006, 85.8 years for females and 79.0 for males
(Human Mortality Database 2007). Secondly, there is no indication that the record
life expectancy will slow or stagnate in the near future (Oeppen and Vaupel 2002;
Bongaarts 2006). Therefore, the changes from 1973–1975 to 2000 are used to
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calculate the rates of initial decline for age-specific mortality (Fig. 2: smoothed
rates of initial decline). For forecasting purposes, the rates of initial decline were
smoothed, using the ‘Running Median Smooth’ procedure, and they were restricted
to be positive. Mortality has continued to decline fastest at the youngest ages. In the
working ages, the mortality decline for females exceeded the decline for males. At
old ages, mortality decline was small compared to other age groups, and the sex
difference was rather small. Rate of initial decline also indicates that the increase in
life expectancy at birth in China during the past three decades was mainly due to the
decline in infant, child and adult mortality rather than the decrease in mortality
among older people.
As known from empirical evidence, when mortality at younger ages reaches a
very low level, further decline becomes much more difficult to achieve. Then,
improvement against mortality at older ages is likely to become the dominant force
in the increase of life expectancy (Olshansky and Ault 1986). This is currently the
case in many European countries such as Germany, Sweden and Finland. Here, it is
assumed that the pattern of mortality decline in China in 2060 will closely resemble
the pattern shown by European countries in the recent past (Fig. 2: smoothed rates
of ultimate decline). This seems plausible because of epidemiological transitions
changing the age distribution of deaths (Horiuchi 1997). That is, the rates of decline
at younger ages, especially for children and younger women, will decrease and the
rates of decline at older ages will increase.
Because the estimated initial rates of mortality decline for adult males are very
low, there is much scope for improvement in the future. Adult females’ rates of
mortality decline have already reached a relatively high level; therefore, the potential
for a further decline is decreased. Additionally, rates of mortality decline may
decrease because underemployment, which is likely to affect women more strongly
than men, may lower relative female social status in the near future. As a result, the
sex differences in mortality decline will become smaller at younger ages. At older
ages, both males and females are expected to experience higher rates of mortality
decline, because new cohorts of the elderly may be healthier than older ones owing to
the improvement in living standards and medical progress, but biological sex
differences may result in somewhat higher rates of decline for females than for
males. Figure 2 (lower right panel) illustrates the smoothed rates of decline for agespecific mortality (using Running Median Smooth) in current European countries,
which have been used as the rates of ultimate decline in this forecast.
As for fertility, owing to the lack of long time-series data on age-specific mortality,
the error terms estimated by Alho and Spencer (2005) for nine European countries
(Austria, Denmark, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom) were borrowed. Those data end in 2000 and start at various
times, the earliest being the United Kingdom in 1841. This was also a period of high
volatility of mortality. For China the scale is again adjusted; see the adjustment of the
scale for fertility. The relative error in 2060 was calculated at 0.35. The resulting 80%
and 95% predictive intervals for life expectancy are plotted in Fig. 3.
According to the forecast distribution, life expectancy at birth for both sexes will
increase linearly at a rate of about 2 years per decade. In 2060 females are expected
to have a life expectancy of 86.3 years, and males of 80.8 years. The 80%
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Fig. 3 Estimated life expectancy at birth and prediction interval bounds for males and females

prediction interval for males will be [77.9, 83.5] in 2060, covering a range of
5.6 years (6.9% of the median estimate); for females it will be [83.7, 89.0] in 2060,
covering 5.3 years (6.1% of the median estimate). The 95% prediction interval at
2060 covers more than 6 years for both sexes.
Figure 3 also compares the forecast of life expectancy to the scenario projection
of the UN, which is assumed to be the same for High-Low scenarios (UN 2007).
The UN forecasts have traditionally been rather conservative in predicting progress
against mortality and have generally underestimated future life expectancy
(Keilman 1998; Bongaarts and Bulatao 2000). The forecast of life expectancy in
this study seems plausible considering the reinstatement of social security and
improvement of the health-care system at the national level, which have already
been pronounced as one of the most important tasks by the Chinese government for
the set goal of ‘Building a Harmonious Society’ until 2020.
International migration
Based on the 1990 census and the 1995 1% sample survey, emigration from China
in 1995 was about 236,800 (Liang 2001). In 2000, the net migration rate for China
was -0.3 migrants per thousand population: this amounted to a loss of
approximately 381,000 people.7 This means that the net migration as a percentage
of the total inhabitants was only 0.03%. The UN forecast predicts that net annual
outmigration will decrease from 350,000 to 320,000 in 2050.8 This forecast was
used as point estimate in this projection; from 2050 to 2060 a constant net
outmigration of 320,000 was assumed.
7

See www.nationsencyclopedia.com/Asia-and-Oceania/China-migration.html.

8

UN World Population Prospects: The 2006 Revision.
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In contrast to fertility and mortality, the uncertainty of international migration is
represented in absolute numbers. Its autocorrelation across years was assumed to be
constant. Analogous to fertility and mortality, the error terms for migration were
borrowed from Europe, in this case 18 European countries (Alho and Nikander
2004). Again, on the basis of empirical evidence it was assumed that China with its
huge population and hence large heterogeneity should be well buffered against large
shifts in migration (Alho and Spencer 2005). Therefore it seemed appropriate that
the scale values should be set relatively low. The resulting assumption of net
migration with its associated uncertainty is shown in Fig. 4. Negative values of net
migration indicate a net outmigration, that is more people are leaving the country
than entering it. In 2060 the 80% uncertainty interval ranges from -43.9 to
?8.1 million and the 95% bounds are at -57.6 and ?21.8 million.
Analysis of forecasting results
Indicators of population change
Certain demographic indicators are especially suitable to describe changes in
population size and structure. Period life expectancy gives the average lifespan of an
individual if the current mortality conditions were to persist through life. The
changes in the structure of the population over time can be visualized by population
pyramids and the following measures of population structure: proportion of elderly,
ageing index, old age dependency ratio, oldest-old age dependency ratio (population
80?/population 15–64), and median age.
The division between male and female population is given by the sex ratio,
defined as the male population divided by the female population.
Contribution of demographic processes to population ageing
To assess the relative contribution of the different demographic processes to
population ageing, the following stepwise strategy was adopted: (1) the fertility
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point forecast of a constant low TFR level and the corresponding error was used,
while mortality rates were kept constant at the jump-off level and net migration
was assumed to remain at zero. (2) Fertility was specified as in Step 1, and, the
assumed mortality decline and its associated error were also included; net
migration was still kept constant at zero. (3) The ‘actual forecast’ fertility and
mortality were specified as in Step 2 and combined with the assumed net
outmigration and its corresponding error, which is described in more detail in the
section on ‘‘Assumptions for population processes’’. The OADR was chosen as the
indicator of population ageing for showing the results from these three steps. The
three point forecasts of OADR were compared to quantify the net effect of constant
low fertility, mortality decline and net outmigration on population ageing.
Forecasting results of the first two steps are used only for the comparison of
OADR. The forecasting results from the third step represent the probabilistic
projection of population size and population ageing.

Results
Total population size up to year 2060
The median of the forecast distribution projects China’s total population to increase
from the jump-off level of 1,318 million at the middle of 2005 to its maximum level
at 1,372 million people in 2024, and thereafter predicts its decline to 1,114 million
people in 2060 (Fig. 5: total population. For comparison, only the 95% predictive
interval was plotted). Note that owing to the large number of simulation runs
(3,000), the mean and median are equal. The long increase despite the well-belowreplacement TFR is due to a strong population momentum.
There is considerable uncertainty attached to the median estimates, including
temporal as well as magnitude effects. The upper 80% prediction interval suggests
an increase up to 1,440 million people in 2031, whereas the lower one estimates a
peak population of only 1,335 million in 2017. Additionally, the upper 95%
prediction interval gives an increase up to 1,548 million until the end of the
forecast, while the lower one predicts a maximum population of only 1,324 million
in 2014. In 2060 the 80% prediction interval covers a range of 947–1,364 million
(37% of the median estimate), while the 95% prediction range covers a range of
877–1,548 million (60% of the median estimate).
Compared to the Chinese population forecast of the United Nations World
Population Prospects in 2006, the predictions lie a bit lower than the High-Low
scenario. The difference is mainly due to the fact that the UN assumed a higher
TFR, 1.35–2.35, by mid-century, while it is expected to be within the range of 0.84–
2.34 (95% interval) in this forecast. Recall that under the UN high scenario the TFR
is 2.35 for the whole projection period, while the upper bound on TFR in this
forecast merely says that in every single year there is a 2.5% chance that fertility
may be this high, and similarly for the low scenario. Furthermore, the UN used
rather conservative mortality assumptions underlying their population projection.
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The median forecasts of the total population by Lutz et al. (2007, 2008) are
similar to those of this forecast. According to Lutz et al. a peak of 1,375 million will
be reached between 2020 and 2030 and then the population is predicted to decline
slowly. In 2060, the median is down to 1,157 million. This similarity may result
from similar assumptions on fertility and mortality: Lutz et al. assume that the
future TFR covers 80% in the range between 1.3 and 1.7 in 2005, 1.0–2.0 by 2030,
with linear interpolation between 2000 and 2030, as well as 1.2–1.8 in 2050, and life
expectancy is on average assumed to increase by 2 years per decade. Part of the
difference of 43 million in the projected population for 2060 may be due to their
assumption of no international migration. Their 95% prediction interval is also very
close to that of this study until 2040. Thereafter, the 95% range of this forecast
becomes somewhat wider than that of Lutz et al. (2007).
The projected population development differs slightly for males and females.
Whereas the male population will peak at 699 million in year 2021, the female
population will reach its maximum size in 2026 at 671 million. Figure 5 (lower
panel) shows that the gap between the number of males and females closes in 2045
after which the female population exceeds the male one slightly, presumably
because females have lower mortality at working ages and old ages.
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Age-sex structures
The population pyramids in Fig. 6 illustrate the evolving age-sex structure over the
projection interval, visualizing the rapid rate of population ageing. From the
predominance of the childhood and the working-age class in current China, it is
predicted to shift to an age-structure characteristic of ageing populations in Europe.
The population snapshots shown in Fig. 6 depict how the uncertainty spreads
from the youngest age classes along the age axis over the forecast period. For the
old age classes, the slower growth of uncertainty reflects the lower initial level of
uncertainty for mortality. This can be understood easily since the younger age
classes are born during the forecast years, while the older ones were already born
before 2005; as a result, the younger age classes have a larger uncertainty attached
than the older ones. After 55 years, the predictive distribution of the Chinese
population composition ranges from a column-like to a rather regressive age
pyramid, with most of the uncertainty attached to the base of the pyramid.
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The rapid pace of population ageing in China can also be seen in other indicators
of population age-structure (Table 3). Life expectancy will increase consistently for
both sexes (see Fig. 3). Owing to steady improvement in mortality rates, the
proportion of elderly (65?) is expected to increase more than fourfold during the
next 55 years, from about 7.75% [7.73, 7.77] in 2006 to 33.5% [27.0, 39.9] in 2060:
about one-third of the population. Combined with the permanently belowreplacement level of fertility, the decline in mortality will raise the ageing index
even faster: a ninefold increase from 37 [37, 37] in 2006 to 332 [173, 633] in 2060 is
predicted. The median age of the total population increases from age 34 [34, 34] in
2006 to 51 [46, 56] in 2060.
Table 4 shows the temporal development of sex-specific indicators of the
population age structure. The sex gap in life expectancy is predicted to increase
moderately from 4.1 years in 2006 to 5.1 years in 2060. Because of the lower agespecific mortality rates in females, by 2060 the age-sex-structure is expected to be
highly asymmetrical with a sex ratio of 0.8 [0.73, 0.87] among the elderly and 0.56
[0.43, 0.69] among the oldest-old. As a further consequence, the sex differential in
ageing will increase rapidly. While the median age of males and females differs by
only one year in 2006, by 2060, a gap of 4 years is expected to have opened. Also, in
absolute numbers the female older and oldest-old population increases much faster
than that of the males, with the differentials being largest for the 80? population.
Old age dependency ratio
There remains no uncertainty to the fact that the OADR in China will rise steeply
over the next 55 years (Fig. 7: upper left panel): the median of the predictive
distribution suggests a more than fivefold increase from 0.11 to 0.59, from a level
typical for Asian countries to one comparable to that expected in more developed
countries such as Australia (Wilson and Bell 2004). Even the lower bound of the 95%
predictive intervals would represent a quadrupling of the current level, let alone the
more than eightfold increase indicated by the upper bound. It is unlikely for China to
escape population ageing. With the highly biased sex-ratio at birth (1.12) and the
lower mortality of females in working ages, the absolute numbers of population size
for the ages 65? and 80? increase much faster for females than for males.
The OADR produced by this stochastic forecast gives meaningful, quantitative
upper and lower bounds to the degree of ageing. As discussed in detail by Alho
et al. (2008), measures such as age-dependency ratios cannot be satisfactorily
produced using High-Low forecast variants. For example, a dependency ratio
calculated from a high scenario forecast is not necessarily either smaller or larger
than a dependency ratio calculated from a low scenario forecast. If high fertility is
combined with low mortality to derive the high scenario, a moderate OADR is
generated, and similarly for the low scenario. The choice of these bundles
minimizes the high–low range of the OADR. To illustrate this, the predictive
distribution of OADR in this forecast is compared with the OADR forecast of the
UN (Fig. 7, upper left panel). The central tendency of this forecast is higher than
that of UN, owing to its lower fertility and more rapid mortality decline. The 95%
predictive interval in this forecast is double that of the High-Low variant of UN.
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36.9 [37, 37]

Ageing index
(65/(0–14/100))

34 [34, 34]

7.7 [7.7, 7.8]

Proportion of elderly
(65?/total population)

Median age

2006

Demographic indicator

39 [38, 40]

77.2 [64, 93]

11.9 [11.4, 12.4]

2020

43 [41, 44]

120.7 [93, 156]

16.7 [15.6, 17.9]

2030

Table 3 Population ageing: temporal development of age structure indicators

46 [44, 49]

208.5 [143, 304]

24.2 [21.8, 26.7]

2040

49 [45, 53]

253.0 [149, 429]

27.7 [23.6, 31.7]

2050

51 [46, 56]

331.5 [173, 633]

33.5 [27.0, 39.9]

2060
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1.06
[1.05, 1.07]

0.92
[0.91, 0.92]

0.66
[0.66, 0.66]

70.6
[70.3, 70.8]

34

49.0
[48.9, 49.0]

6.3
[6.3, 6.3]

Sex ratio 15–64
(M/F)

Sex ratio 65?
(M/F)

Sex ratio 80?
(M/F)

Life expectancy
at birth

Median age

Population size
65? (million)

Population size
80? (million)

[34, 34]

1.06
[1.05, 1.06]

[35, 35]

9.5
[9.4, 9.5]

53.5
[53.4, 53.6]

35

74.7
[74.5, 75.0]

10.2
[8.6, 11.9]

85.6
[80.8, 89.9]

40
[39, 41]

73.5
[72.2, 74.8]

0.62
[0.56, 0.67]

0.85
[0.82, 0.88]

1.06
[1.05, 1.06]

1.04
[1.03, 1.04]

Male

Male

Female

2024

2006

Sex ratio total
population
(M/F)

Indicators

Table 4 Sex-specific indicators of population ageing

16.6
[14.6, 18.6]

100.6
[96.7, 104.2]

42
[40, 43]

78.6
[77.3, 79.8]

Female

[43, 51]

37.6
[26.2, 50.1]

149.3
[129.6, 169.3]

47

78.5
[76.1, 80.9]

0.58
[0.47, 0.69]

0.79
[0.73, 0.85]

1.08
[1.07, 1.10]

1.00
[0.97, 1.02]

Male

2050

64.8
[51.7, 78.0]

189.7
[171.3, 207.0]

51 [47, 54]

84.1
[81.8, 86.4]

Female

42.7
[27.9, 59.9]
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[143.0, 190.3]
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[77.9, 83.5]
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[83.7, 89.0]
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Fig. 7 a Predicted OADR and 95% prediction intervals, compared to UN forecasts low, medium and
high variants and Lutz et al., b predicted point OADR under different fertility, mortality and net
international migration assumptions, c total predicted OODR, and d predicted proportion of 80?
population over 65? population, China 2006–2060

The comparatively narrow interval given by the UN forecast results from the
particular pattern of covariation built into their fixed trajectory of vital rates, that is,
their ‘high’ and ‘low’ scenarios combine normal mortality and migration with lower
and higher fertility in the whole prediction period. It also sets perfect correlations
between errors for fertility, mortality and migration over time without further
addressing how likely such combinations are to occur (Booth 2004; Lee 2004). The
merit of an OADR derived in this way is often doubted (Lee 2004; Alho et al.
2008). Based on this forecast, there is a considerable probability that population
ageing may be much more severe than that considered by the UN.
To evaluate how robust the OADR results are to the specific assumptions made in
the forecast, they are compared with the OADR forecasts of Lutz et al. (2007). The
increasing trend of the OADR predicted by this forecast is similar to that described
in Lutz et al. The median OADR estimated by Lutz et al. is higher than that of this
forecast, which is somewhat surprising. Given the similar mortality decline assumed
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in the two projections, 2 years per decade, their assumption of higher fertility levels
and no young labour outmigration should yield a lower OADR than this forecast.
The explanation may lie in the different sex ratio dynamics. First, though the sex
ratio at birth, 1.18, in the jump-off population of the Lutz et al. forecast is higher
than the one underlying this projection, 1.12, the sex ratio in the former is lower
from age 20 onwards than in this forecast, owing to a steeper decline in sex ratio
over age. Secondly, in their projection the sex ratio at birth declines from 1.18 in
2000 to 1.05 in 2030, while in this forecast the sex ratio at birth remains constant at
1.12 until the lead time. The first difference results in a higher number of elderly
females because working-age females have lower mortality than their male
counterparts in their forecast. The second difference will produce a smaller working
age population since working-age males suffer increased mortality. Consequently,
their median forecast of OADR is somewhat higher than that of this forecast.
Probabilistic forecasts for 18 European countries predict a total European OADR
of 0.57 in 2050 (Alho et al. 2006). However, Alho et al. use a slightly different
definition of the OADR for the European forecast: using age group 20–64 instead of
15–64 as denominator. If that definition were applied in this study, the forecast
OADR would increase to 0.48 [0.42, 0.56] and be even closer to the OADR of the
European countries in 2050.
It is important to note, though, that for the European countries, in the period
2000–2050, the OADR as defined above will double from 0.28 to 0.57. As
mentioned before, China will reach a level of 0.48 in 2050, using the Alho et al.
(2006) definition, but starts off from a much lower level, around 0.1 in 2000. Hence
the OADR will multiply by 4.8 over the 50 projection years. This means that the
pace of ageing is more than twice as fast in China as in Europe.
The oldest-old class will expand even more rapidly than the total old age class
(65?) (Fig. 7: lower panels). According to the median of the projection, the oldestold age dependency ratio (OODR) will multiply by more than 11 for both sexes;
from 0.017 in 2006 to 0.188 in 2060, and the proportion of the oldest-old among the
total old-age group would double, from 0.15 to 0.3. The upper bound of 80%
interval for the OODR is fifteen times the current one. Figure 7 (lower panels)
shows a sharp increase after 2040, which can be explained by the baby-boom cohort
born in the 1960s that will reach the oldest-old class in 2040 (see also Fig. 1: left
panel). The decrease in the proportion of the oldest-old over the elderly after 2055
probably reflects the impact of the sharp fertility decline in the late 1970s.
What are the contributions of mortality decline and net outmigration to
population ageing given the very low fertility in China? The point forecasts of
OADR resulting from each step of the strategy described above are shown in Fig. 7
(upper right panel). If there would be no decline in mortality and net outmigration in
China over the next 55 years, the OADR would increase from 0.11 in 2006 to 0.42
in 2060, assuming that the current low fertility level of about 1.4 births per woman
would be maintained throughout the forecast period. Inclusion of the expected
decline in mortality would yield an OADR of 0.58 by 2060, 38% higher than with
no decline in mortality and net outmigration. Additional incorporation of net
outmigration would increase the OADR to only 0.59 by 2060, suggesting a
negligible affect of the migration process on population ageing. Together, these
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findings indicate that the degree of population ageing will be highly dependent on
the future fertility and mortality in China.

Discussion
This paper reports the results of a stochastic population forecast for China until 2060
with a focus on the process of population ageing, and quantifies the expected
uncertainty. Data limitation is a big challenge in projecting the Chinese population.
Thus, in this study forecast errors estimated for some European countries with longterm and reliable historical data were borrowed, and some adjustments on scales
were made, taking the large size and heterogeneity of the Chinese population into
consideration. The overall level of uncertainty has been calibrated to match the
empirical error for the total population in 2050 estimated by Bongaarts and Bulatao
(2000). The rationale behind this paper is to make use of all available empirical
sources to forecast the population stochastically, while acknowledging the
uncertainty of the estimates, resulting from the country’s lack of data.
In the Chinese application the major merit of stochastic methods is that the
forecasts produce logically coherent and interpretable predictive distributions for
any measure of ageing that is of interest. The comparison of the projections of the
Chinese population reported by the UN and the present probabilistic forecast
provides solid support for this advantage. Stochastic methods have been successfully applied in macro-economic studies of ageing in the United States (Auerbach
and Lee 2001) and Europe (Alho et al. 2008). In these applications the logical
problems of conventional forecasts are compounded, because different aspects of
demographic change interact to produce the economic consequences. This study
suggests that a similar application would be useful to assess the likely economic
correlates of population ageing in China.
The predictions produced by this forecast are similar to that by Lutz et al. (2007),
despite some differences in the methodological details. Whereas Lutz et al. used
expert opinion to define the probabilistic interval for fertility and mortality
assumptions in combination with a random interval scenario to pick the time course
of vital rates, this study used a probabilistic approach based on time series analyses.
In addition to the uncertainty attached to the future changing vital rates, this forecast
specified the uncertainty on the current TFR and jump-off population which was
adjusted for the underreporting of girls at younger ages (0–20 years), while Lutz
et al. included errors in current TFR, sex ratio at birth and the size of the youngest
age group (years 0–4). Taking these differences into account, overall the predictions
based on the stochastic projections seem quite robust against minor to moderate
differences in the underlying assumptions.
Population ageing is certain in China 2006–2060
The key result of this study is that while there is considerable uncertainty attached to
the predicted development of Chinese population size over the next 55 years, there can
hardly be any doubt that the Chinese population is ageing quickly. Even without the
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expected declines in mortality and net outmigration of young labour, the OADR will be
four times the current level by 2060, driven only by the very low TFR. Including
declines in mortality and net outmigration in the projection leads to a median OADR of
0.59 which is more than five times the current level; with 95% probability the OADR
will be between 0.41 and 0.83 in 2060. The forecast raises concerns about the
possibility of an enormous increase in the cost of public old-age pensions.
Another striking development is that the population of the oldest-old will grow
faster than any other age group in China between 2006 and 2060, yielding a very
high OODR. Because of the huge population in China, the absolute size of the
oldest-old class is very large. Members of this class differ from those of the youngold class: they are much more likely to have extensive co-morbidity, and the decline
of their functional ability accelerates with age (Fries et al. 2000; Zeng et al. 2002;
Baltes and Smith 2003). Thus, they consume amounts of services, benefits and
transfers far out of proportion to their population share (Suzman et al. 1992). Taken
together, this indicates the necessity to prepare for providing sufficient care,
services, benefits and transfers for this rapidly growing part of the population.
It should be recalled that one of the forecasting assumptions used was that the
ultimate rates of decline in mortality will equal those in European countries at
present. If China does not achieve the same rates of decline in mortality as Europe,
the present results for population size, life expectancy and OADR will be somewhat
biased upwards. Still, the rapid population ageing process will not slow down
substantially, even if no longevity increase is anticipated.
This forecast points towards severe disadvantages for elderly women in China.
Because females have a higher life expectancy than males, the share of older
females in the population is larger and increases faster than for males. Moreover,
this gap increases over age and the projected time period (see Table 4). Some
previous studies have shown that elderly Chinese women are much more likely to be
widowed and economically more dependent (Zeng and George 2000). At the same
time, the social security for them is much poorer than for their male counterparts
(Jia 2006). In short, women’s quality of life in old age will be at risk.
Policy implications
Facing such a dramatically rapid pace of population ageing, what are the measures
Chinese decision-makers should consider? Potential counter-strategies should
address the causes as well as the symptoms of population ageing, by including
adjustments of fertility policies and elderly support systems.
China should smoothly adjust its current birth control policies toward a less
restrictive one that allows a larger number of couples to have more than one child.
This would certainly be the most effective defence against rapid population ageing
and has been proposed by some other studies (e.g. Gu et al. 2007; Zeng 2007; Cai
2008). The current stochastic forecasts confirm the necessity of an adjustment of
birth control policies by providing a demographic basis which is logically coherent
and interpretable. The future elderly of the forecasting period have already been
born, but an increase in fertility would result in a higher percentage of people in the
working ages. At the macro level, this would increase the denominator and thus
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reduce the OADR. At the micro level, adjusting fertility policy would also be
helpful in reducing adult children’s burden in the support of their elderly parents
because there will be siblings to share the load. It is important to remember that in
China, with its huge population, any change in population policy could result in
large absolute changes. Thus, any adjustment should be planned very carefully.
How to adjust the fertility policy exactly is beyond the present research. Further
forecasting that focuses on policy making could help to evaluate the potential
effects of different fertility policies on population ageing.
In today’s China, the family support system which has been working for
thousands of years still plays the dominant role in supporting the elderly. Old age
insurance programs are insufficient, especially in rural areas. China has not yet
found a suitable model to build a functioning old age insurance program. Thus, in
the next 55 years, besides continuing to encourage family support, China should
devote resources to establish age insurance and healthcare programs. Fortunately,
the Chinese government has now realized that the lack of a sufficient social security
system will impede sustainable development in China, and it has started to reestablish this system and improve the medical system. A latest survey on China’s
social pensions showed that more than 240 million Chinese have been covered by
the social pension system (including 187 million urban workers), and the average
monthly pension for retirees from enterprises has doubled (China.org.cn. 2008). At
the beginning of 2008, the government announced at a national health conference
that it would reform the medical system to reduce the involvement of hospitals in
drug sales and spend more government money to set up basic health care services
for both rural and urban citizens. Establishing a functioning social security system is
one of the most important tasks in the set goal of ‘Building a Harmonious Society’
by 2020. As discussed here, the severe disadvantages confronting elderly women
require special attention from family, society and government. Old age insurance
programs should benefit older women and men equally, and care services should
take elderly women’s poorer health and economic status into account.
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